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Abstract
In this paper we determine completely the class of binary matroids with no minors isomor-
phic to the cycle matroid of the prism graph M*(K s\e), its dual M(K s\e), and the binary affine
cube AG(3, 2).
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to determine the structure of the class of binary
matroids with no minors isomorphic to M(Ks\e), its dual M*(Ks\e), and the binary
affine cube AG(3, 2), where Ks\e is the graph obtained from the complete graph on
five vertices by deleting an edge. The graph (K s\e)* is also known as the prism graph
(see Fig. 1).
The motivation for this study is the following result by Dirac [3]. For r ;;::: 3. W r will
denote the wheel with r spokes, and for p ;;::: 3, K 3 ,p will denote the complete bipartite
graph with three vertices in one class and p vertices in the other class. K 3,p, K~,p, and
K~:p will denote the graphs obtained from K 3,p by adding one, two, and three edges,
respectively, joining vertices in the class containing three vertices.
Theorem 1.1. G is a simple 3-connected graph without two vertex-disjoint cycles if and
only ifG is isomorphic to Wr!or some r;;::: 3, K s, K s\e, K 3,p, K 3,p, K~,p or K~:pjor
some p;;::: 3.
Observe that excluding two vertex-disjoint cycles in a 3-connected graph is equiva-
lent to excluding (K s\e)* as a minor. Robertson and Seymour [7] noted the following
result which extends Dirac's result to the class of cographic matroids, that is, the class
of matroids whose duals are graphic.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a simple 3-connected graph with IV(G)I ;;::: 4. Then G no minor
isomorphic to K s\e ifand only ifG is isomorphic to Wrjor some r;;::: 3, K 3 ,3, or (K s\e)*.
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s1) 1<1 The 4-point planes3 3 are the six faces ofthe cube, the six5 diagonal planes, andtwo twisted planes:
9 {1,3,4,6}, {2,5,7,8}.
6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0 1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
IS 0 0 1 1 I4 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
Fig. I. A graphic representation for M*(K s\e) and a geometric representation for AG(3, 2), together with
their binary representations.
The corresponding result for regular matroids is a straightforward consequence of
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. One would like to extend Dirac's result by characterizing the
class of binary matroids with no M*(K s\e)-minor, or the class of binary matroids
with no M*(Ks\e)- and M(Ks\e)-minors. Both these problems appear difficult.
However, on excluding M*(Ks\e), M(Ks\e), and AG(3, 2), one obtains an interesting
class of matroids all of whose members can be determined. This class contains
all matroids of the form P.i\.(M(Wr-d,F7 )\z for r? 3, where P.i\.(M(Wr-d, F7 )
is obtained by sticking together M(Wr - d and the Fano matroid F 7 across a
tringle, and z is the rim element of this triangle in M (Wr _ d. We shall denote
the matroid P.i\.(M(Wr-d, F7 )\z by Hr. The class also contains a certain
lO-element, rank-5 matroid M(E s) which is a non-regular, single-element extension
of M(K 3 . 3 ).
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. The matroid RIO is the
unique splitter for the class of regular matroids [8].
Theorem 1.3. M is a 3-connected binary matroid with no minor isomorphic to
M*(Ks\e), M(Ks\e), or AG(3, 2) ifand only ifM is isomorphic to M(K 3• 3 ), M*(K 3 •3 ),
RIO, M(Es), M(Wr), H" H:, or Hr\ar+ I for some r ? 3.
The matroid terminology used here will in general follow Oxley [6]. The cycle
matroid of a graph G is denoted by M (G). If A is a matrix with entries in a field F, then
the matroid on the set of columns of A that is induced by linear independence over
F will be called the vector matroid M(A) of A. A matroid is binary ifit is isomoprhic to
the vector matroid of a matrix over the field of two elements. A basic tool in this paper
is the well-known fact that binary matroids are uniquely representable; i.e. if A and A'
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are r x n matrices over GF(2) such that the map which, for all i E {I, 2, ... ,n} takes the
ith column of A to the ith column of A' is an isomorphism from M(A) to M(A' ), then
A' can be transformed into A by a sequence of operations each of which consists
of interchanging two rows or adding one row to another. We shall assume
familiarity with the pivoting operation. In order to maintain a representation in
the standard form [IrIDJ, every pivot will be followed by the appropriate column
interchange. See, for example, [6, p. 209]. If A is an r x n matrix with column labels
1,2, ... ,n, and x is a 1 x r column vector, then A u x will denote the r x (n + 1)
matrix A with the column x affixed at the end. Label the columns of A ux as
1,2, ... , n, x.
A matroid M is 3-connected if it is connected and E(M) cannot be partitioned into
subsets X and Y, each having at least two elements, such that r(X) + r(Y) -
r(M) = 1. To eliminate trivial cases, we shall also assume that a 3-connected matroid
has at least six elements. If M and N are matroids on the sets S and Sue, where e¢S,
then M is an extension of N if M\e = N, and M is a coextension of N if M* is an
extension of N*. If N is a 3-connected matroid, then an extension M of N is
3-connected provided e is not in a 1- or 2-element circuit of Nand e is not a
coloop of N. Likewise, M is a 3-connected coextension of N if M* is a 3-connected
extension of N*.
Let M 1 and M 2 be binary matroids such that E(M dnE(M 2) = T. If T = {p}, then
P(M b M 2) will denote the parallel connection of M 1 and M 2 with respect to p. If
MIl T = M 21 T = 6 say, where 6 is a 3-element circuit, also known as a triangle, then
P",(M b M 2) will denote the generalized parallel connection of M 1 and M 2 with
respect to 6. Seymour proved the following basic link between 3-connectedness and
parallel connection [8, (2.6)]:
Theorem 1.4. A connected matroid M is not 3-connected if and only if there are
matroids M 1 and M2, each of which has at least three elements and is isomorphic to
a minor ofM, such that M = P(M b M 2)\P, where p is neither a loop nor a coloop ofM 1
or M 2 .
When M decomposes as in this theorem, it is called the 2-sum of M 1 and M 2' Let
./Ii be a class of matroids that is closed under minors and under isomorphisms.
A member N of A is called a splitter for Jlt if no 3-connected member of A has
a proper minor isomorphic to N. We shall rely heavily on the following easy
consequence of Seymour's Splitter Theorem [6, 11.2.1]:
Theorem 1.5. Let M and N be 3-connected, binary matroids such that N is a minor ofM,
IE(N)I ~ 4, and if N ~ M(Wr), M has no M(Wr + d-minor. Then, there is a sequence
Mo,Mj, ,Mn of3-connected matroids such that M o ~ N, Mn = M and,for all i in
{O, 1,2, ,n}, M i is a single-element deletion or contraction of Mi+l'
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A detailed explanation of the next result may be found in Seymour [8, (14.2)]. Let
R12 be the vector matroid of the following matrix Y over GF(2):
Y=
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
11100 0
1 1 0 1 0 0
100 0 1 0
01000 1
o 0 1 0 1 1
o 0 0 1 1 1
Theorem 1.6. Let M be a 3-connected regular matroid. Then either M is graphic or
cographic, or M has a minor isomorphic to one of RIO or R 12 .
Finally, we shall also use the following well-known result of Tutte [6, 13.1.2]:
Theorem 1.7. A binary matroid is regular if and only if it has no minor isomorphic
to F7 or F~.
2. The main result
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.3. Let e denote the class of binary
matroids with no minors isomorphic to M*(K s\e), M(Ks\e) or AG(3, 2). Observe
that this class is closed under minors and duality. It follows from Theorem 1.4 that if
we know the 3-connected members of e, then we can construct every matroid in e by
beginning with the 3-connected members of e and repeatedly using the operations of
direct sum and 2-sum. We start by proving the following result for regular matroids.
Proposition 2.1. M is a 3-connected regular matroid with no minor isomorphic to
M*(K s\e) if and only if M is isomorphic to M(Wr)for some r ~ 3, M(K s), M(K s\e),
M*(K 3•3 ), M(K 3,p), M(K~.p), M(K~,p), or M(K~:p)for some p ~ 3, or RIO.
Proof. Every single-element deletion of RIO is isomorphic to M(K 3 •3 ). Therefore, RIO
has no M*(K s\e)-minor. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply that the remaining matroids
have no M*(K s\ e)-minor. Conversely, let M be a 3-connected regular matroid with
no minor isomorphic to M*(Ks\e). If M ~ RiO, there is nothing to prove, so assume
that M t= R 10' Since RIO is a splitter for the class of regular matroids, M has no minor
isomorphic to RIO' Therefore, Theorem 1.6 implies that M is graphic or cographic or
has an R 12-minor. Since R 12 /4\8, 12 ~ M*(K s\e), we may assume that M is graphic
or cographic. Therefore, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 imply that M is one of M(Wr ) for some
r ~ 3, M(K s), M(K s\e), M*(K 3• 3 ), M(K 3,p), M(K~,p), M(K~.p), or M(K~:p)for some
p~3. 0
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Corollary 2.2. M is a 3-connected regular matroid with no minors isomorphic to
M*(K s\e) or M(K s\e) if and only if M is isomorphic to M(Wr) for some r ~ 3,
M(K 3 ,3), M*(K 3,3) or RIo.
Next, we shall describe matrices that represent the matroids P,dM(Wr-d, F7 )\z,
over GF(2), where we recall that the element z is a rim element of the triangle!::" in
M(Wr- d. For an integer r ~ 3, let Jr be the r x r matrix obtained as follows:
(i) Begin with the 3 x 3 matrix
(ii) Adjoin to this matrix a row and a column of ones.
(iii) Then, adjoin a row and a column each having its first two entries equal to one
and its remaining entries equal to zero.
(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii) alternately, beginning with (ii), until one obtains an
r x r matrix.
Thus, for example, J4, Js, and J6 are, respectively,
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 1 ,
1 1 0 1 0 and 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 11 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Let J~ be the matrix obtained from Jr by deleting the last row and let H r be the
vector matroid of [IrIJ~+ I], the columns of this matrix being labeled, in order,
bJ, b2, ... , bn ab a2' ... ,an ar+ I' Hence Hr is the vector matroid of Ar when r is odd
and of Br when r is even, where Ar and Br are
bl ... br al a2 a3 a4 as a6 ar-I ar ar+ I
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
A = I r 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1r
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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bl ... br al a2 a3 a4 as a6 ar-I ar ar+I
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
B = I r 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0r
1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
Observe that H 3 ~ F7, H 3\a4 ~ M(W4) and H: ~ Hr+l\ar+l, ar+2 for all r ~ 3.
In particular, F~ ~ H 4\a4' as. Furthermore, for all r ~ 3, the matroid Hr\ar+1 is
self-dual.
In order to show that H r ~ P6(M(Wr - d, F 7 )\Z, we shall show that another repres-
entation for H r is the r x (2r + 1) matrix Cr over GF(2).
ar a2 ar+1 ar-I ... a3 ... ar-2 al b2 br br- 2 b3 br- I bi
1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1
Cr = Ir 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 o 0 1 0 0
0 o 0 0 0 0
0 o 0 0 1 0
Let r be odd. We shall show that Ar can be transformed into the matrix Cr by
a sequence of the following operations: interchanging two columns or two rows, and
adding one row to another. Writing iii and bi for the column vectors in An labeled by
ai and bi' respectively, we see that
bi = iii-I + iii + I for 4:::; i < r.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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Eqs. (3)-(6) imply that {al' a3' ... ,ar+d forms a basis of Hn since it has r elements
and spans {bbbl, ... ,br}. Eqs. (1)-(3) imply that {abal,ar}, {bbabar+l} and
{bb bl, ar} are circuits, hence b1 is in the plane spanned by al, arand ar+ 1. Thus, if we
reorder the columns of Ar so that the first r columns, in order are {an al, ar+b ar- b
ar-3,'" ,a6, a4, a3, as, .. · ,ar-4, ar-l} and the next (r + 1) columns, in order, are
{ab bl , bn br- l , br- 4, .. · ,bs, h, b4, b6, .. · ,br- 3, br-b bd and do row operations to
get a matrix in standard form, the resulting matrix is Cr'
In the case when r is even, Br can be similarly transformed into Cr' However, the
first r columns, in order, are {an al, ar+b ar-b ar-3,'" ,as, a3, a4, a6,'" ,ar-4, ar-l}
and the next (r + 1) columns, in order, are {bl' ab bn br- l , br- 4, .. · ,b6 , b4, b3,
bs, ... ,br- 3, br- b bd· Finally, observe that Hr\b 1 ~ M(Wr). Now, adjoin the column
(1010 ... O)T to the matrix Cr and label this column z. Let H~ be the matroid
represented by the matrix C,u z. Let 6. = {an ar+ b z}.
Lemma 2.3. Hr = P6(M(Wr-d, F7 )\z, where M(Wr-d and F7 are labeled as in Fig. 2
and z is the rim element of the triangle 6. in M(Wr- d.
Proof. The matroid H~/{an ar+b z} has S = {ab al, bb bl } as a separator. Thus,
by a result of Brylawski [12, p. 186], H~ = P6(M b Ml ), where M 1 = H~\S and
M 1 = H~I(S u 6.). We can check that H~ \S ~ M(Wr- d, where z is the rim element
of the triangle 6., and that H~I(Su6.) ~ F 7 · 0
From Fig. 2 it is easy to see that
Hr\ar~ Hr\ar+l' (7)
Hr/bi\ai+l~Hr-l foralliE{3,4, ,r}, (8)
Hr/bi\ai-l ~ Hr- 1 for all i E {4, 5, ,r}, and Hr/b 3\a3 ~ Hr- 1. (9)
Fig. 2. A graphic representation for M(W,~ tl and a geometric representation for F 7, when r is odd.
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Next, consider the 5 x 10 matrix Es over GF(2):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0Es := Is 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
It can be easily checked that M(Es) is self-dual and that M(Es)\3 ~ M(K3.3).
Lemma 2.4. For all r;::: 3, Hr has no minor isomorphic to M*(K s\e), M(K s\e), or
AG(3,2).
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. The lemma is true for r := 3 and r := 4. It can be
checked that the lemma is true for H 5' Assume that the lemma holds for H r - 1 and
consider B rfor some r ;::: 6. Since Hr := P",(M(Wr- 1), F7)\Z, it is easy to check that, for
all e E {aI' az, bb bz}, Brie is isomorphic to a parallel extension of a wheel, Hrlar
and Hrlar+ 1 are isomorphic to series-parallel networks; and that, for all
e E {a3, a4, ... ,ar- d, Hrle is isomorphic to a series-parallel extension of M(K4).
Observe that none of the above single-element contractions of Hr has a minor
isomorphic to M*(Ks\e), M(K s\e) or AG(3,2). Finally, for all e E {b3, b4, ... ,br},
Hrle is isomorphic to a parallel extension of Hr - 1. Now suppose that Hr has an
M*(K s\e)-, M(Ks\e)-, or AG(3, 2)-minor. Then for some x E E(Hr), Hrlx has such
a minor. However, from the preceding information, this means that Hr - 1 has such
a minor; a contradiction to the induction hypothesis. D
Lemma 2.5. M(Es) has no minor isomorphic to M*(K s\e), M(Ks\e) or AG(3, 2).
Proof. Since M(Es) is self-dual, it suffices to show that M(Es) has no minor isomor-
phic to M(Ks\e) or AG(3,2). Suppose that M(E s) has an M(K s\e)- or AG(3,2)-
minor. Then, for some x E E(M(Es)), the matroid M(Es)lx is isomorphic to M(K s\e)
or has an AG(3, 2)-minor. However, M(Es) has precisely four nonisomorphic, single-
element contractions, these being H4, M*(K3,3)' a parallel extension of F~, and
a parallel extension of M(W4 ), none of which has an M(K s\e)- or AG(3, 2)-minor;
a contradiction. 0
Proofof Theorem 1.3. Corollary 2.2 implies that M(K 3.3), M*(K3.3), RIo, and M(Wr)
for any r ;::: 3 are in e. Lemma 2.4 implies that Hr for any r ;::: 3 is in e and therefore
H: and B r\ar+ I are also in e. Lemma 2.5 implies that M(Es) is in e.
Conversely, we shall prove that if M is a 3-connected binary matroid in e, then M is
one of the matroids listed in the statement of the theorem. IfM is regular, then clearly
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M cannot have an AG(3, 2)-minor and therefore, by Corollary 2.2, M is isomorphic to
one of M(Wr ) for some r ~ 3, M(K3,3), M*(K 3,3)' or R 10 . Therefore, we shall assume
that M is non-regular. Then, by Theorem 1.7, M has a minor isomorphic to F 7 or F~.
Theorem 1.5 implies that there is a chain M0, M b ... ,Mn of 3-connected matroids
such that Mo ~ F7 or F~, M n = M, and for all i E {O, 1, ... ,n - 1}, M i is a single-
element deletion or contraction of M i + 1. For the rest of the proof, we shall be
concerned with the members of this chain. If M ~ F 7 or F~, then there is nothing to
show. Therefore, assume that this does not occur. We shall first suppose that
M0 ~ F 7. Then, since F 7 has no 3-connected binary extension, M 1 is a 3-connected
coextension of F7, and, therefore, M! is a 3-connected extension of F ~. Seymour [9]
has noted that F~ has precisely two nonisomorphic binary 3-connected single-element
extensions, these being 58 and AG(3, 2) represented by the matrices Xl and X2 shown
below:
o 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
111
o 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
111 1)
Since both 58 and AG(3,2) are self-dual, M 1 ~ 58, which is precisely H4 \C4' Next,
Oxley [4] has noted that 58 has precisely two nonisomorphic binary 3-connected
single-element extensions, these being 2 4 and P9' represented by the matrices X3 and
X4 shown below:
o 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
Observe that 2 4 has an AG(3, 2)-minor, and P9 ~ H4 • Thus if M 2 is an extension of
Mil then M 2 ~ H4 , and if M 2 is a coextension of M b then M 2 ~ H!.
The next two lemmas determine the binary 3-connected single-element extensions
of P9 and P~ in e. The reader is referred to the appendix for the detailed case analysis
and the explicit single-element extensions of P9 and P~.
Lemma 2.6. P9 has no 3-connected extension in e.
Proof. P9 has precisely three nonisomorphic binary 3-connected single-element ex-
tensions denoted by M(D 1), M(D2 ), and M(D3 ). Observe that, M(Dd\8, 9 ~ AG(3, 2),
and each of M(D2 )\2 and M(D3)\5 is isomorphic to M(K s\e). 0
Lemma 2.7. The only 3-connected single-element extensions of P~ in e are H5\a6
and M(Es).
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Proof. P~ has precisely eight nonisomorphic binary 3-connected single-element
extensions denoted by M(Ed for i E {I, 2, ... ,8}. Each of M(Ed for i E {l, 2, 3,4, 5}
is self-dual and M(E g) ~ M*(E6). Observe that M(E2 )/4\8 ~ AG(3, 2) and
M(E 3 )/5\9 ~ AG(3, 2). Each of M(E4 )\2, M(E6)\6, and M(E7 )\6 is isomorphic to
M*(K s\e). Since M(E6) has an M*(K s\e)-minor, it follows by duality that M(E g) has
an M(Ks\e)-minor. Notice that M(Ed ~ HS\a6' Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, respectively,
imply that HS\a6 and M(E s) are in e. D
Lemma 2.6 implies that no 3-connected single-element extension of H 4 is in e.
Lemma 2.7 implies that H 5\a6 and M (E s) are the only 3-connected single-element
extensions of H! in e. Now H 5\a6 is obtained from H! by adjoining either of the
columns (11000f or (11111)T and M(E s) is obtained by adjoining anyone of the
columns (1010 O)T, (0110 O)T, (1001 W, and (0 I 0 II)T. Therefore, when we compute
the extensions of H S\a6 and M(E s), we will only consider adjoining the above
columns. Now M3 can be either an extension of Ht or a coextension ofHt. However,
since H 5\a6 and M(Es)are both self-dual, in either case, M3 is isomorphic to H 5\a6 or
M(E s). Matrix representations for these two matroids are
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 1 1 1
AS\a6 =
1 0 1 1 1
Is 1 1 0 1 0
,
1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 0
Es = Is 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0
Lemma 2.8. M(Es) is a splitter for e. H 5 is the only 3-connected single-element
extension of H S\a6 in e. Moreover, H s has no 3-connected extension in e.
Proof. We shall first show that M(E s) has no 3-connected extension in e. Assume
that the column x = (Xl X2 X3 X4 XS)T is adjoined to Es to give a representation for
a 3-connected matroid in e. Then x is (11 OOO)T, (1111 W, (0 11 OO)T, (1001 W, or
(010 11)T and therefore, there are five choices for the matrix EsuX. It can be
checked that M(Esu(11 OOO)T) ~ M(Esu(1111 W) and M(Esu(O 11 OO)T) ~
M(Esu(01011)T). ThematroidM(Esu(11000)T)\1,4 ~ M*(Ks\e) and each of the
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matroids M(Esu(O 11 00)T)/4\3 and M(E su(l 00 1W)/2\6 IS isomorphic to
M(K s\e). Hence, M(E s) is a splitter for e.
Next, assume that the column x= (x 1 X2 X3 X4 XS)T is adjoined to As\a6 to give
a representation for a 3-connected matroid in e. Then x is (lllll)T, (101 OO)T,
(01100)T, (1 001 W, or (0 101 Wand therefore, there are five choices for the matrix
As\a6ux. The matroid M(As\a6u(1111 W) is precisely Hs. Adjoining each of the
remaining four columns to As\a6 gives matrices representing isomorphic matroids,
each of which is isomorphic to M(Esu(11000)T). Therefore, Hs is the only 3-
connected single-element extension of Hs\a6 in e. Clearly Hs has no 3-connected
extension in e. D
Lemma 2.9. For r ~ 5, the only columns that can be adjoined to the matrix
representing H:, to give a representation of a 3-connected matroid in e are (11 ... l)T
or (110 ... O)T.
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. Eq. 9 implies that H~/bi\ai-l ;:;: H4 for all
i E {4, 5, 6} and HVb3\a3 ~ H4 . Using this it can be shown that the result holds for
H!. Eq. 9 and Eq. 8 imply that
(1)
and
(2)
Assume that the result is true for H:- 1 • Since the pattern differs for odd and even r, the
two cases are dealt with separately. Let r be odd. Then Br +1\ar +b ar +2 is a repres-
entation for H:. Suppose that the column x=(xt.x2, ... ,xr+dT is adjoined to
Br +1\ar + b ar +2 to give a representation of a 3-connected matroid M in e. Then (1)
implies that M/b r +1\a" x;:;: Hi-I' Therefore, M/b r +1\ar is a 3-connected single-
element extension or a parallel extension of M/b r + 1\a" x. Applying the induction
hypothesis to M/b r + 1\a" x, we see that our choices for x are among (110 ... OO)T,
(110 ... 0 W, (11 ... 1O)T, (11 ... l1)T, b'b'" ,b~, a'l'''' ,and a~-bwhere b; is the column
bi with a one in the (r + 1)st position, for all i E {I, 2, ,r}; and aj is the column aj
with a zero in the (r + l)st position, for all j E {I, 2, ,r - 1}. However, (2) implies
that M/b r - 1\a" x ;:;: Hi-I' so applying the induction hypothesis to M/b r - 1\a" x, we
see that our choices for xare among (11 0 '" 0 Ol, (110 ... 010 O)T, (11 ... 101 W,
(11 ... 111 W, b'{, ... ,b~-2, b~, b~+b a'{, , and a~-b where b;' is the column bi with
a one in the (r - l)st position, for all i E {I, ,r - 2, r, r + I}; and aj is the column aj
with a zero in the (r - l)st position, for all j E {I, 2, ... ,r - I}. Observe that the
columns occurring in both of the above sets of columns are (110 ... OO)T, (11 ... 11)T
and (00 ... 010 ll. Let x = (00 ... 010 Wand let X be the matrix
(Br +1\ar +b ar +2)ux. Then M(X)/ {b4 , bs, ... ,br - 2, br } \ {ab a3, as, a6,"· ,ar - d ;:;:
M*(K s\e). Therefore, x is one of (110 ... O)T or (11 '" W. The case when r is even is
proved similarly and the details are omitted. D
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Corollary 2.10. For r): 5, the unique 3-connected extension ofH: in e is Hr+1\ar+2'
Moreover, the unique 3-connected extension of Hr+1\ar+2 in e is Hr+1·
Proof. Eq. 7 and the fact that H: ~ Hr+1\ar+b ar+2 implies that, on adjoining
(110 ... O)T or (11 ... I)T to the matrix representing H:, we get a representation for
Hr+1\ar+2' Therefore, Lemma 2.9 implies that Hr+1\ar+2 is the unique 3-connected
single-element extension of H: in e. Moreover, adjoining both (110 .. , O)T and
(11 ... I)T to H: gives Hr+1 which is the unique extension of Hr+1\ar+2 in e. 0
Corollary 2.11. For r ): 5, Hr has no 3-connected extension in e.
Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 2.13 and the fact that H: ~ H r + 1\ar +b
ar +2 for all r): 3. 0
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1.3, recall that M 3 is isomorphic to M(Es) or
Hs\a6' Therefore, M4 is an extension or a coextension of M(E s) or Hs\a6' Lemma 2.8
asserts that M(Es) is a splitter for e. Therefore, M4 is an extension or coextension
of HS\a6' Since H S\a6 is self-dual, Corollary 2.10 implies that M4 ~ Hs or H~.
Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11, and the fact that H 6\a7 is self-dual imply that
Ms~H6\a7'
To complete the proof it remains to prove that, for all j ~ 2, M2j ~ Hj + 3 or
Hj+3 and M2j+1 ~ Hj+3\aj+2' The proof is by induction onj. The result is true for
j = 2, since M4 ~ Hs or H~ and Ms ~ H6\a7' Assume the result holds for k <j and
let k = j. Then, by the induction hypothesis, M 2j - 2 = M 2 (j-l) ~ Hj+2 or Hj+2 and
M2j - l ~ Hj+3\aj+4' Since Hj+3\aj+4 is self-dual, Corollary 2.10 implies that
M 2j ~ Hj+3 or Hj+3 Finally, Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11 and duality imply that
H2j+l~Hj+4\aj+S' 0
Oxley [4] determined the 3-connected binary matroids with no P9 or P ;-minor.
Since P9 , M(K s\e), and M*(K 3.3) are the only binary 3-connected single-element
extensions of M(W4 ), an interesting class of matroids would be those with no minors
isomorphic to M(Ks\e), M*(K 3.3 ), or their duals. Although we cannot describe this
class, we can determine the members of an important subclass of it.
Corollary 2.12. M is a 3-connected binary matroid with no minors isomorphic to
M*(K s\e), M(Ks\e), M(K 3,3), M*(K 3,3)' or AG(3, 2) ifand only ifM is isomorphic to
one of M(Wr), H" H:, or Hr\ar+l for some r ~ 3.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.4 implies that Hr has no M(K 3,3)-minor and each
of M(Es) and R lo has an M(K 3,3)-minor. Therefore, the corollary follows from
Theorem 1.3. 0
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It can be shown that M(Es) has precisely seven nonisomorphic 3-connected binary
single-element extensions, of which four have an M*(K s\e)-minor and three have an
M(K s\e)-minor. Therefore, since M(Es) is self-dual, it is a splitter for the class of
matroids with no minor isomorphic to M*(K s\e) or M(K s\e). This was indepen-
dently proved by Chula Jayawardane, a graduate student at Ohio State University.
Appendix
We now give the detailed case checking postponed from the previous section. Pg is
represented by the matrix X 4 • Let Dl = X4u(111 O)T, Dz = X4u(1 0 1O)T, and
D3 = X4u(00 1 W. Then M(Dd, M(Dz), and M(D 3 ) are the only nonisomorphic
binary 3-connected single-element extensions of Pg •
To verify this, assume that the column x= (Xl Xz X3 X4)T is adjoined to the matrix
X 4 , to give a representation for a 3-connected matroid. Then x is (101 O)T, (011 O)T,
(010 W, (100 l)T, (111 O)T, or (001 W. Thus there are six choices for the matrix
X 4 U X. Next, observe that swapping row 1 with row 2 induces an automorphism on
Pg • Pivoting on the first element of column 6 and swapping row 3 with row 4 also
induces an automorphism on Pg • Thus the maps IX: (Xl Xz X3 X4)T --t (xz Xl X3 X4)T and
{3: (Xl Xz X3 X4)T --t (Xl Xz X4 + Xl X3 + xdT induce automorphisms on Pg where
(Xl Xz X3 X4)T is a column in X 4 . Observe that, IX(l 0 1O)T = (011 O)T, {3(0 11 O)T =
(010 W, and IX(O lOW = (100 W. Therefore, the matrices obtained by adjoining
(1010l, (011 Ol, (010 W, or (100 W to X4 represent matroids which are isomor-
phic to M(Dz). Adjoining (111 O)T gives M(Dd and adjoining (00 1W gives M(D 3 ).
These matroids are nonisomorphic.
Next, P ~ is represented by the matrix X! shown below:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1
X*- 1 0 1 14
Is 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
Let E l = X!u(ll OOO)T, Ez = X!u(ll 0 1 W, E3 = X!u(lll 0 l)T, E4 = X!u
(10110)T, Es =X!u(10100)T, E6 =X!u(00111)T, E7 =X!u(0001W,
and Es = X!u(OO 11 O)T. Then M(Ed, M(Ez), M(E3 ), M(E4 ), M(Es), M(E6 ), M(E7 ),
and M(Es) are the only nonisomorphic binary 3-connected single-element extensions
of P~.
To verify this, assume that the column x = (Xl Xz X3 X4XS)T is adjoined to the
matrix X!. to give a representation for a 3-connected matroid M. Then xis (11 OOO)T,
(llllW, (1101W, (11100)T, (1110W, (1100W, (10010)T, (01010)T,
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(01110)T, (10110)T, (1010W, (0110W, (01001)T, (1000W, (10100)T,
(011 oOf, (0101 W, (1 00 11)T, (00 111)T, (000 11)T, (00 11 O)T, or (00 10 l)T. Thus
there are 21 choices for the matrix X: u x. Next, observe that swapping row 1 with
row 2 induces an automorphism on P~. Pivoting on the second entry of column 6 and
swapping row 4 with row 5 also induces an automorphism on P~. Thus, the maps
a: (Xl X2 X3 X4 XS)T -+' (X2 Xl X3 X4 XS)T and [3: (Xl X2 X3 X4 XS)T -+' (Xl X2 X3 + X2 Xs +
X2 X4 + x2f induce automorphisms on P~. Observe that, [3(11 OOO)T = (lllll)T,
[3(1101 W = (1110 O)T, [3(1110 W = (1100 W, a(l 001 O)T = (0101 O)T,
[3(0101 O)T = (0111 O)T, a(O 111 O)T = (1 0 11 O)T, [3(1011 O)T = (1010 l)T,
a(10 10 l)T = (0 11 01)T, [3(0110 W = (0100 W, a(O 100 l)T = (1000 l)T,
a(1010)T=(01100)T, [3(01100)T=(0101W, a(01011)T=(10011)T, and
[3(00110)T = (0010 W. Therefore, the matrices obtained by adjoining (11 OOO)T or
(1111 W to X: represent matroids which are isomorphic to M(Ed. Adjoining
(1101 W or (111 OO)T gives M(E 2 ), adjoining (1110 l)T or (11 00 l)T gives M(E 3 ),
adjoining (1001 O)T, (0101 O)T, (0111 O)T, (1011 O)T, (1010 l)T, (0110 l)T,
(0100 W, or (1000 l)T gives M(E4 ), adjoining (101 OO)T, (011 OO)T, (010 ll)T, or
(100 11)T gives M(Es), adjoining (00 111)T gives M(E6 ), adjoining (000 11)T gives
M(E7 ), and adjoining (0011 O)T or (0010 l)T gives M(Es). These matroids are
nonisomorphic.
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